
Anything But Common
UnCommon clarity
In 1982, a young man named Dawson Rutter bought a single limousine 
with a clear vision;  to provide a level of personalized service that would 
keep customers coming back again and again.  To demonstrate attention 
to detail and consistency of delivery that would foster a sterling reputation 
in the community was vital to his livelihood.

Today, by virtue of those core tenets, Dawson’s company, Commonwealth 
Worldwide Executive Transportation, has access to thousands of luxury 
vehicles in 85 countries across the globe.

UnCommon customer service
Our relentless desire to ensure customer satisfaction has enabled us to 
excel in highly demanding business sectors;  

 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS/ROADSHOWS
GENERAL/PRIVATE AVIATION
LUXURY CORPORATE TRAVEL

ENTERTAINMENT/PRODUCTION TOURS
MEETINGS & SPECIAL EVENTS

UnCommon consistency
While, occasionally, there are factors beyond any human control, we pride 
ourselves in establishing – and maintaining – a reliability rate of more than 
99.5%.  We excel in adapting to last-minute changes, whether they be client-driven or circumstantial response.

Our career Chauffeurs are empowered to take whatever actions are necessary to delight their passenger.  They treat 
every assignment as if it’s the only job they’re going to have all day.

UnCommon commitment
We continuously look forward.  New technology.  New safety programs.  New investments in our people, fleet, 
procedures and systems.  We over-prepare.  Commonwealth’s level of readiness is such that we are always able to 
handle 105% of our busiest day.  We always want to keep our promises, so you can keep yours.

UnCommon communication
Our mission to exceed our customer’s expectations has led us 
to develop technological advances such as CWW Mobile – our 
smartphone app designed for our passengers to track their vehicle in 
real time, call or text their driver with the touch of a button, and view 
their entire itinerary.  Our CWW “RezTracker” desktop portal enables 
ground transportation coordinators and travel professionals to view 
their passenger’s location and trip status in real time, including GPS 
maps, traffic, weather, flight tracking and more.

UnCommon confidence
Put us to the test and find out for yourself why we are indeed 
“Anything But Common!” 

CommonwealthLimo.com
800.558.5466 | +1.617.787.5575

https://CommonwealthLimo.com

